We accurately characterize nonlinear phase noise in uncompensated coherent optical systems. We find that, though present, its impact on system performance is typically negligible in a wide range of practical system scenarios.
Introduction
Various non-linear propagation models, among which the GN-model [1] , [2] , resort to the simplifying approximation that non-linearityinduced noise (or NLI, non-linear interference), in uncompensated transmission systems, approximately behaves as complex Gaussianadditive (GA) noise, statistically independent of either ASE noise or the signal itself. This assumption is not exact, but the good predictive power achieved using it [2] - [5] , seemed to suggest that it is accurate-enough for system performance assessment. Recently, however, it has been pointed out that in certain scenarios, such as with ideally lossless fiber or with very short spans, and in single-polarization, a very large non-additive phase-noise (PN) component of NLI may be generated [6] , [7] . In addition, it has been highlighted that such PN has a long timecorrelation, up to tens or even hundreds of symbols [6] , [8] . Based on these results, the overall possibility of NLI being approximated as GA noise has been challenged. In this paper we investigate this important issue by carrying out an in-depth simulative span-byspan characterization of PN in UT links using realistic span lengths and amplification schemes, in dual polarization. We find that nonlinear PN is indeed present, but its strength is small. This suggests that in practical system scenarios the GA approximation is adequate for carrying out system performance assessment. We further test this finding in a realistic PM-QPSK system scenario where we show that the assumption of Gaussian-additive NLI noise leads to a system maximum reach prediction that is accurate to within 0.1 dB of simulations.
Simulation set-up and post-processing
This simulative study concentrates on phase noise in WDM PM-QPSK transmission. The transmitter outputs 9 channels operating at 32 GBaud, with raised-cosine spectra (roll-off 0.05). The channel spacing is 33. 6 The span length is either 100 or 60km. All simulations are dual-polarization. Lumped amplification is assumed but no ASE noise is injected (similarly to [6] , [7] ) to avoid masking NLI noise. We characterize phase noise at the receiver (Rx) as follows. The signal is demodulated using a matched filter. Polarization is recovered statically. No dynamic equalizer is present which could perturb the constellation or otherwise remove long-correlated noise components. Similar to [6] , [7] , we eliminate all single-channel (SC) non-linearity. We do it by subtracting the single-channel simulated signal from the WDM simulation, a procedure that yields very accurate results (see [9] ). One reason for this is for easier comparison with [6] , [7] . Another reason is that this provides a better picture of what could be the behavior of a fully loaded system, where SC effects would be relatively small. At any rate, we provide indications on SC effects, as well. The signal is analyzed as shown in Fig.1 . The four constellation points are analytically rotated so that they superimpose on the horizontal axis, in such a way that the major and minor axes of the four ellipses shown in figure are aligned. PN, if present, shows up on the tangential ϕ axis.
To study it in detail, we estimated the auto-and cross-correlation functions of the ϕ and ρ NLI components, that is:
where k is the delay in number of symbol times. ECOC 2014, Cannes -France P.5.12
The variances of ϕ and ρ NLI are given by
If substantial PN was present, we would expect 2 2 ϕ ρ σ σ , i.e., elliptic noisy signal "points" would show up as pictured in Fig.1 , similar to results shown in [6] , [7] . Also, if PN had a long-correlated component, it would show up as non-zero values of the
Phase noise characterization results
In Fig.2 [2] , [6] , [7] . The simulations shown in Fig.2 used ch -3dBm P = . We verified that identical plots are found at ch P both -6 and -1dBm. Both [6] , [8] , predicted a slowly-decaying ϕ autocorrelation, so our results agree with this prediction. However, such long-correlated component appears to be small. A possible measure of its strength is the ratio
is the correlation of PN at one symbol delay. Both Fig. 2 and Fig.4 show that such ratio is small and Fig.2 shows that it steadily goes down along the link. At 20 spans, it is -10 and -8 dB, for 100 and 60 km spans, respectively. Finally, in Fig.2 When single-channel non-linearity is not suppressed, at 10 spans of NZDSF, the ratio (not shown for lack of space) always show less phase-noise than over NZDSF.
Test-case of system performance evaluation
For the 100km-spans NZDSF system used for Fig.2 , we predicted the maximum reach using the non-linear OSNR, which strongly relies on the Gaussian-additive NLI assumption:
ASE P was calculated assuming an EDFA noise figure of 5dB. For NLI P , we used the total NLI variance found through simulation (including single-channel effects). For ch P we used the Fig.5 as a thin blue line. The squares are instead found by direct Monte-Carlo error count, over 132,000 simulated symbols. For details on the split-step simulation technique used, see [2] . If PN was significant, or in general NLI noise was markedly non-GA and perhaps substantially dependent on signal and ASE, then the maximum reach found using the GA assumption Eq.(1) would noticeably differ from direct MonteCarlo error-count simulative results. Instead, the very good match of the two approaches suggests that the GA assumption and (1) are adequate for system performance assessment, in agreement with the results of the previous section. The results over SMF (not shown for lack of space) present similar very good agreement. Fig.5 also shows the prediction found using a recently proposed improvedaccuracy variant of the GN model (the EGNmodel [9] , based on a generalization of [6] ). The EGN model was used to find NLI P which was then placed into Eq. (1). Here too a very good match with simulation results is found, further upholding the adequacy of the GA assumption.
Discussion and conclusion
Our simulative results present a detailed investigation of phase-noise in NLI. We found it to be present, but its strength is limited and has little impact on system performance for typical PM-QPSK EDFA-amplified systems, even assuming low-dispersion fiber and short spans. Not shown for lack of space, we found similar results for PM-16QAM. Our findings are also valid for those hybrid Raman/EDFA configurations (with backwardpumped Raman) where the span output power is at least 6 dB lower than the span input power. In conclusion, the approximation consisting of considering non-linearity-generated noise as additive and Gaussian appears to be adequate for system performance prediction in a wide range of realistic system configurations. Work is in progress to address all-Raman systems. 
